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48. A Note on a Weak Subsolution

By Kazunari HAYASHIDA
Department of Applied Mathematics, Nagoya University

(Comm. by Kinjir8 KUNUGI, M.J.A., April 12, 1963)

1o Let L be an elliptic differential operator of order 2s defined
in a domain of the euclidean n-space R:

(1) L-- a.(x)D", D"= =(,...,a),
0<l-l_ x’. .x

where a.(x)eCI"l()(]al-al+...+). If a measurable function u is
essentially bounded from the above in and satisfies the inequality

fu(x)L*(x)dx>=O

for all non-negative functions C() with compact carrier in ,
where L* is the adjoint operator of L, then we say that u is a weak
L-subsolution in . In the case when L is of second order, a weak
L-subsolution is a weakly L-subharmonie function in the sense of
Littman [2_. In this note, we shall prove the following

Theorem. If u is a weat L-subsolution in and assumes its
essential supremum M (over ) almost everywhere in an open set
in , then u--M almost everywhere in .

This theorem for a weakly L-subharmonic function u was proved
by Littman (Theorem 2 in 2J).

2. We prepare some lemmas. Consider the function
O for R__<O,

m(R) e-e-0- for 0 <R<R0,
0 for R0<R.

Clearly Ore(R) is an infinitely differentiable function with compact
carrier in (-- o, o).

Lemma 1. For an arbitrary positive integer h, there exists a
positive number such that, if 0<Ro--R<$,

dwhere )(R)-- dR,0(R).
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on h. Our lemma is

obvious for h--0. Assume the assertion for h--k. We see easily
that ,+)(R) can be written in the form

+1)(R)__ Q(R) o(R).
P(R)

Here P(R) and Q(R) are both polynomials with respect to a variable
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R. In addition P(R) has no zero except R--0 and R--Ro. If we
take a positive number 5() sufficiently small, Q(R) and
have a definite sign in 0 < Ro--R . And by the mean value theorem,
we can find R’ such that

o(R)--(R--Ro),+l(R’), (R<R’ <Ro,
Since from our assumption the sign of the left hand side in this

equality is (-- 1) in 0 < R0--R<, the sign of >(R’) is (-- 1)
Hence, putting +--, we obtain the required.

Hereafter, we assume that the origin 0 of R" is in . We put

(2) W(x)- f(1 1)(R)dR, -- xr R
=x+...+x,

where k is positive and J (<1) is smaller than the distance of the
boundary of from the origin.

Lemma 2. Let L* be the adjoint operator of L. Then there
exists a constant ko depending only on Ro and on L such that if
k ko it holds that

L* W(x)>O in O<Ro--ro,
where o Min and (h--l, 2,...) are those in Lemma 1.

02
1 1

Proof. By putting p-r and f(p)-W(x)-J__ p R)o(R)
dR, we see

(3)
dp

Applying the Leibniz formula to (3), we have
1 d

(4) (- + 1)... + t)

(ms),
where (p)=-- ,(R)gR(NO). By Lemma 1, we have

() -’-"(p) (--1) -’-"(0)
in O<Ro--p<o. Substituting (g)ingo the righg hand side of (4), we
obtain

d 1)2( 1)(+1). + l)(6)
d0

f(p) (-- 0;2k
(lm2s).

Putting m-2s in (6), we get
d ’ k(k+l)..p++.(k+l)I :_,_,)(p) O<Ro--p<ao.( 7 f(p)

And, in general,
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(8)

where Am is a constant depending only on m.
Now computing DW(x) similarly as in [1], we have

d ( 2’"9 D"W(x)-- al!.. "an! f(p)"

By setting
L*= b()D,

[[2s

it holds that

t,,l .s-z q=[- +z \"=o p+t"+z-q+-y
in O<Ro--0<p. On the right hand side of this inequality we com-
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pare the coefficient of [--[ in the first sum with the coefficient
of ]-,,-2[ in the third sum. If 2s--l--2-q--l"--2, then k+lk+l"
and k+l+l--s>k+l"+l--q+ la__. Therefore, we can take k such

2
that, when k k

q=s kl=O q+s

(O<Ro--o<p).
In the same manner as above, we compare the first sum with the
second sum on the right hand side of (12). Let 2s--l--2--q--l’--2,
then k+l+l--s--k+l’+l--q+s and k+lk+l’. Hence we can take
suitably k0 for which our lemma holds.

3. Proof of the theorem. Denote by S the maximal open set
in which u--M almost everywhere. We assume that S#. As is
easily seen, if we take R0 sufficiently small, there exist concentric
spheres E and E2 satisfying the conditions:

i) the radius of E2 and the radius of E are gRo and JRo-3o
respectively (o is that in Lemma 2).

ii) E lies in S and E2 lies in .
iii) E contains boundary point P of S which belongs to .
We may assume that the center of E is the origin. We con-

struct a non-negative infinitely differentiable function w(x) which
equals W(x) in E. Since u is a weak L-subsolusion in , it holds

f(M-u)L*w
On the other hand we have

(1)

where S’=SN. On he right hand side of (1), the second term
vanishes and the last term also vanishes, as --W=O in N. Hence
from (18), we have

his inequality implies M--=O almost everywhere in N--N. hat
is, --M almost everywhere in a neighborhood of P, whieh is a

contradiction. Hence S is identieal with . hus our theorem is

roved.
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